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Introduction

What will this report cover?
This report will cover several areas of the AA brand.
It will cover the history and main achievements of the AA, including when, why and where
the automobile association was formed, the growth of the company through customers
and staff and the different services they offer.

It will also present past and current examples of branding and campaigns and 
which agencies designed them.

There will also be a list of the style guidelines which will be adhered to through the report.

Examples of past and current packaging and print based materials will also be in this report
to show the evolution of the brand visually, whether it be through colour, layout or type.

Finally there shall be an evaluation of research. It will cover what has been learnt and understood
through researching the AA.

What will this report achieve?
The report will achieve an understanding of the history and growth of the AA as a brand.

It will also achieve a succesful adherence to the brand’s style guidelines throughout the whole report,
remaining visually consistent and relative to the brands visual identity.



History

The AA was originally formed in 1905. A group of motoring enthusiasts met at the trocadero restaurant in 
London’s west end on the 29th June to form the Automobile Association. Initially they got together to help 
motorists avoid police speed traps. As motoring grew and became more and more popular so did the AA. 
What began as 100 members soon expanded to 83,000 by 1914 and as the members expanded so did the activities.

In 1906 they began creating the country’s first effective danger and warning signs and ever since then the AA 
have committed themselves to promoting road safety. They were responsible for all signposting until the early 
1930s when it became a local authority responsibility. The AA still create the distinctive 
yellow and black signs for special and local events.

In 1909 they introduced their free legal system for drivers who have been summoned to appear in the magistrates court. 
They still support their members involved in legal test cases.

Around 1910 the AA introduced the first AA routes with handwritten details, and by 1929, they were 
issuing 239,000 routes a year. Since then they have expanded the AA routes service over the years until 2000, 
when they released it online. In it’s first year online a total of 4.5 million routes were generated which is 18 times 
the number produced in the final postal year. In 2010 the AA route planner celebrated it’s 1 billionth online route.

The AA



History

From 1912 the AA started inspecting hotels and those who received the famous AA star 
classification were included in the following editions of the members handbook.

After the second world war the introduction of the 2-way radio saw the 1949 launch of a 
night time breakdown service around the London area which has gradually been extended to cover most of britain.

In 1967 the AA established the AA insurance service after a number of cut-price companies 
had crashed in the 1960s, so motorists wanted motor insurance cover from an organisation that was 
trustworthy and motorists turned to them in their thousands. Today they are the largest home and car 
insurance broker in the UK and they also cover home insurance, travel insurance and other specialist cover.

In october 1973 AA relay was landed, guaranteeing to transport any seriously broken down vehicle, along 
with driver, passengers, luggage and trailer or caravan to any destination in Britain.

In the 90s the AA expanded their publishing activities, creating a growing range of maps, 
atlases and travel guides to worldwide destinations.



Past Branding

Tasked with creating eye catching advertisements and logos for The AA 
whilst keeping the designs within brand style, I worked across numerous campaigns which 
appeared as print publications, on billboards and other outdoor advertising platforms.

MADE
Made is the online portfolio containing the Graphic Design & Communication 
of Andy Thirsk, Designer, Art Director and Illustrator.

(taken from http://http://designbymade.com/)



Current Branding

When it comes to advertising, even The AA needs rescuing from time to time.
 
Luckily, Triangle was there to deliver flawless, consistent and attractive designs at 
top speed! Since we first saved them from a fate worse than a missed deadline 
in 2008, Triangle have continued working with The AA marketing and field teams 
to promote a broad range of products. 
 
Ensuring that consumer and trade comms work together under The AA umbrella, 
we have produced many detailed sales presenters, leaflets, adverts, POP and more recently 
online banner campaigns.
 
So for roadside assistance... try The AA.
 
But if your idea of imminent peril is a ferocious deadline... Triangle.

Triangle Design

(taken from http://domain3687921.sites.streamlinedns.co.uk/work-the-aa#)

Triangle Design is a small but highly experienced agency with an impressive client list.
They offer a wide range of design solutions such as brand activation, road shows,
campaigns, packaging, shop in shop etc.



Style Guidelines

Logo
The AA logo is one of the most recognised logos in the UK. Modern style requirements 
have updated it, but it remains unique.

The AA logo for online activity has been adapted for its new role. It recognises 
the new medium but capitalises on the brand equity.

Logo usage (online)

The logo should always appear in the top left-hand corner of any page.

When used in isolation there should be an area of clear space surrounding 
the AA logo equal to half the width of the it. No other elements should intrude this space.

The AA logo must not be used as a bullet point or as part of a sentence.

Only one AA mark should be used per web page.

X Changing its placement

X Stretching it

X Recolouring the logo

X Repositioning it

What to avoid



Style Guidelines

Colour
The AA colours are fixed, and are a crucial part of the brand identity. To avoid any chance of colours reproducing 
incorrectly, always use the exact specification below.

AA Yellow
Pantone 116C / 109U
R: 255 G: 204 B: 0
Hex: #�cc00

Yellow 50%
R: 255 G: 229 B: 127
Hex: #�e57f

Yellow 20%
R: 255 G: 245 B: 204
Hex: #�f5cc

AA Black
R: 17 G: 17 B: 17
Hex: #111111

Black 80%
R: 51 G: 51 B: 51M
Hex: #333333

Black 60%
R: 102 G: 102 B: 102
Hex: #666666

Black 40%
R: 153 G: 153 B: 153
Hex: #999999

Black 20%
R: 204 G: 204 B: 204
Hex: #cccccc

Black 10%
R: 238 G: 238 B: 238
Hex: #eeeeee

White
R: 255 G: 255 B: 255
Hex: #���

Primary Palette

Secondary Palette

These should be used with sensitivity and consideration of the overall branding of the material. 
They are to complement the colours in the Primary palette and must not overpower them.

AA Green
R: 25 G: 48 B: 37
Hex: #193025

AA Green 50%
R: 140 G: 151 B: 146
Hex: #8c9792

AA Green 20%
R: 209 G: 214 B: 211
Hex: #d1d6d3

Blue
R: 0 G: 102 B: 204
Hex: #0066cc

Blue 50%
R: 127 G: 178 B: 229
Hex: #7fb2e5

Blue 20%
R: 204 G: 224 B: 245
Hex: #cce0f5

Purple
R: 102 G: 0 B: 153
Hex: #660099

Purple 50%
R: 178 G: 127 B: 204
Hex: #b27fcc

Purple 20%
R: 224 G: 204 B: 235
Hex: #e0cceb

Green
R: 51 G: 153 B: 0
Hex: #cc9900

Red
R: 204 G: 51 B: 0
Hex: #cc3300

Dark Yellow
R: 204 G: 153 B: 0
Hex: #cc9900

X Do not use big swatches of yellow.

X Do not use tints other than the ones in the palette.

X Do not change the colour of any of the background elements.



Style Guidelines

Fonts
Live text (as opposed to graphical text embedded in images) should always be used for headers, body copy, 
navigation, links, advertorials, brand bar tabs and everything else that is designed to be read.

Frutiger 65 Bold

Frutiger 65 Bold – the primary font for graphical headings and promotional copy

Frutiger 76 Black Italic

Frutiger 76 Black Italic – used for all calls to action (CTAs) that are graphical buttons.

Verdana Regular

Verdana – the live text font of choice, followed by Arial.

Verdana Bold

abcd ABCD 1234

abcd ABCD 1234

abcd ABCD 1234

abcd ABCD 1234



Style Guidelines

Photography
Imagery should always depict the AA as friendly, warm and personable, 
but also professional and confident.

The photography must aim to reach everyone and needs to appeal to people 
from different backgrounds, cultures and ethnic groups. All photographs 
should reflect the AA as a 'people' brand.

Photographs should look as real as possible, ie not obviously staged. 
But they should also be intriguing, dynamic and engaging.

Ensure whenever possible that there is space either to the left or the 
right of the main focus of the image to make it easier to place headlines.

Take most shots in horizontal format (landscape).

A real AA patrol should be the 'hero' of the shot, enthusiastic, approachable and photogenic but without looking like a model. 
The attitude displayed should always be friendly, without being over-familiar.

Members should be depicted as recognisable, everyday people with a slight B2-C2 bias. Concerned sometimes, 
but never worried. In general show the middle or end of a successful repair or recovery.

Breakdown Photography

Number Photography
Numbers needn't be boring. Here are just a few examples of how to make them interesting and attractive.

Examples show an offer written into dust on a car windscreen, numbers being rolled in 
paint onto a wall and numbers written in sand.



Style Guidelines

Object Imagery

Everyday objects can be given added interest through unusual angles or juxtapositions.

Always ensure that images are cropped or shaded so that the border edges appear solid.

What to avoid

X Don't use overstyled lifetsyle shots. 
Keep it real and personable.

X Don't use obscure weird 
angles or over-complicated imagery.

X Don't use shots of unhappy people who have 
broken down on the side of the road. All breakdown
photography should include an AA patrol or 
vehicle in the shot, having fixed the problem with the car.

X Don’t mix textures to create number photography. 
Always use the same texture in your images.


